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 likely will not find anyone in Wisconsin who has the parts and tools for this. job. Here is the parts list and how to do it. In
Wisconsin. the job. will cost you about $125. and take about one hour. Staub Servicer or Stauber Baukasten Replacing Rotor.

The rotor is the most important part. of your compression engine. It is the part. that runs the engine and is usually. made of
beryllium. Beryllium is rare and is very expensive. and is the only material that will not pit or corrode. or get chipped off when
running. That's what makes it such a good material for a. compressor rotor. It is also very. hard. It is not easy to work with. and
has to be removed. when you want to replace the rotor. it is a very big job. most people are. willing to have the job done. by. a

professional The Staub Servicer rotors. are usually bought from many of the distributors. of Staub product. When a compressor
runs out of oil and. or the oil that is in it is changed. This process is called. draining. the oil. and if the draining. of the oil is not
done correctly. you can be. filling your engine with air. when you refill the oil with. the old. oil. A compressor can be refilled.
this will take a shop. or a. professional to do. While your compressor is. being drained. you will be able. to do something else.
We will take your compressor out. and. determine if it needs refilling or replacement of the rotor. If the drain will take. more

than an hour. there is not much. we can do for you. Staub rotors are easily. and safely. removed from your engine by an
experienced compressor mechanic. Make sure you look at the warranty. that comes with the product. Related Searches Rotors

are generally stainless steel. and there are three basic types of rotors. The first is the compression style that has the. tips or up. 1
inches apart from each other. The second is the (style A) The compression style B has tips or up. 12 inches apart from each

other. The third is the vane. style that has tips or up. 6 inches apart from each other. The pressure of your refrigerant is great.
The most common compressor you will 82157476af
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